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Abstract
The Bethe ansatz can be used to compute anomalous dimensions in N = 4 SYM theory. The classical solutions
of the sigma-model on AdS5 × S5 can also be parameterized by an integral equation of Bethe type. In this note
the relationship between the two Bethe ansa¨tze is reviewed following hep-th/0402207.
1. Introduction
The string dual of the large-N N = 4 super-Yang-Mills (SYM) theory has a geometric description in terms of
the AdS5 × S5 background with RR flux [1,2,3]. The duality becomes especially simple at strong coupling or in
the semiclassical limit [4,5]. One of the surprising features of the semiclassical AdS/CFT correspondence is the
appearance of integrable structures on both sides of the duality. The integrability arises as a quantum symmetry
of operator mixing in CFT [6,7,8] and as a classical symmetry on the string world-sheet in AdS [9,10]. This
symmetry can be important in the quantum regime of AdS/CFT [11] and seemingly arises in other examples of
the gauge/string theory duality [12].
The integrability implies that action-angle variables are globally defined and thus imposes strong restrictions
on the classical dynamics. In many cases the separation of variables can be carried out even in quantum theory
and then the spectrum can be found by purely algebraic means [13]. Typically, the spectrum is a Fock space of
some elementary excitations whose creation-annihilation operators satisfy certain quadratic algebra. The algebra
implies that momenta of elementary excitations in a physical state are subject to a set of algebraic constraints,
the Bethe equations [14,15]. The algebraic Bethe ansatz perhaps is the most generic way to quantize integrable
systems. In the context of AdS/CFT, the Bethe ansatz proved instrumental in computing perturbative anomalous
dimensions [16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29] and OPE coefficients [30] of local operators in N = 4 SYM.
The purpose of these notes, which are based on [21], is to explain how classical Bethe equations arise in string
theory on AdS5 × S5. The quantum counterpart of these equations, if exists, should describe the exact spectrum
of the AdS string or equivalently the non-perturbative spectrum of large-N SYM. It is not clear how to derive
such quantum Bethe ansatz, but the success of the discretized string Bethe equations [31] in reproducing the
near-BMN spectrum of the string [32] can be taken as an indication that algebraic Bethe ansatz is indeed the
right framework to deal with quantum string theory in AdS5 × S5.
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2. Integrability in CFT
I will first explain how Bethe ansatz arises in perturbative SYM. It is especially useful in the semiclassical limit,
which is accurate for states with large quantum numbers. There are two basic types of local operators with large
quantum numbers in SYM. The majority of operators have large scaling dimensions at strong coupling [2], which is
the stringy regime of AdS/CFT. This regime is non-perturbative by definition and hard to access by conventional
field-theory methods. On the other hand, operators with a large number of constituent fields [4] can have huge
global charges independently of the strength of interaction and are thus expected to behave stringy even in
perturbation theory. The stringy behavior of both types of operators can be qualitatively explained by examining
planar diagrams that dominate their correlation functions. Typical diagrams at strong coupling diagrams have
large number of vertices and propagators and obviously resemble continuous string world-sheets. Planar diagrams
for large operators always contain many of propagators and resemble continuous strings even at the lowest orders
of perturbation theory.
The field content of N = 4 SYM theory consists of gauge fields Aµ, six scalars Φi and four Majorana fermions
ΨAα , all in the adjoint representation of U(N). The action is
S =
1
g2
Z
d4x tr

−1
2
F 2µν + (DµΦi)
2 + [Φi,Φj ]
2 + fermions
ff
. (1)
The simplest local gauge-invariant operators are composed of two types of complex scalar fields Z = Φ1 + iΦ2
and W = Φ3 + iΦ4:
O = tr
“
ZL−MWM + permutations
”
. (2)
These operators transform non-trivially under an SU(2) × U(1) subgroup of the SO(6) R-symmetry. (Z,W )
transforms as a doublet of SU(2) and has the U(1) charge 1. Correlation functions of operators (2) contain UV
divergences and need to be regularized and renormalized by adding counterterms. In general the renormalized
operator is a linear combination of several bare operators: OA = Z BA ObareB , where A and B are multi-indices
that parameterize all possible operators with the same quantum numbers (the same number of Z and W fields in
the present case). The mixing matrix is defined as Γ = Z−1dZ/d ln Λ, where Λ is a UV cutoff. Its eigenvectors are
conformal operators and its eigenvalues are their anomalous dimensions: Γ BA O(n)B = γnO(n)A , so that the scaling
dimension of the operator O(n) is ∆n = L+γn. The set of operators (2) is closed under renormalization. Operators
from this set do not mix with operators that contain Fµν , fermions or derivatives [33,34]. Including such operators
is possible [33,8,35,34] but will not be discussed here for the sake of simplicity.
The number of operators of the same length L grows very quickly with L 3 , which makes perturbation theory for
large operators highly degenerate. Thus computation of anomalous dimensions is a non-trivial problem for large
operators even at one loop. The following parametrization of operators (2) enormously simplifies this problem.
Let us associate the field Z with spin up and the field W with spin down. An operator of the form (2) then defines
a distribution of spins on a periodic one-dimensional lattice of length L:
trZZZWWZZZWWWZWZZZZ . . . ←→ |↑↑↑↓↓↑↑↑↓↓↓↑↓↑↑↑↑ . . .〉 .
The map between the operators and the states of the spin chain is one-to-one if the states are required to be
translationally invariant. The mixing matrix acts linearly on the operators and thus can be interpreted as a
Hamiltonian of a spin chain.
The one-loop mixing matrix can be easily computed. The three diagrams that contribute at this order are shown
in fig. 1. The gluon exchange and the self-energy produce the same renormalized operator, while the scalar vertex
can lead to the interchange of Z and W fields. At large N the interchange can only occur between adjacent sites
of the lattice. Indeed, an insertion of the vertex between a pair propagators produces a non-planar graph unless
the propagators start from the adjacent sites. The planar mixing matrix is thus a Hamiltonian of a spin chain
with nearest-neighbor interactions. Explicitly [6],
Γ =
λ
8pi2
LX
l=1
(1− Pl,l+1), (3)
where λ = g2N is the ’t Hooft coupling and P is the permutation operator: P a⊗b = b⊗a. The use of the identity
P = (1 + σ ⊗ σ)/2 brings the mixing matrix to the familiar form of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian:
3 Then the number of independent operators with the same length is exponentially large at N = ∞. At finite N the number of
degenerate operators is proportional to some power of L.
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Figure 1. The one-loop diagrams.
Figure 2. The spectrum of the Heisenberg spin chain.
Γ =
λ
16pi2
LX
l=1
(1− σl · σl+1). (4)
The physical states that describe operators in the SYM theory should satisfy an additional constraint:
U |phys〉 = |phys〉 , (5)
where U is the shift operator: U−1σlU = σl−1. The eigenvalues of U define the total momentum which must be
zero (or an integer multiple of 2pi) for translationally invariant physical states.
Though Heisenberg Hamiltonian contains no adjustable parameters except for the length of the chain it is
possible to identify several energy scales in its spectrum (fig. 2). The ground state is the ferromagnetic vacuum
(all spins up) and corresponds to a chiral primary operator trZL. This operator belongs to a short multiplet of
N = 4 supersymmetry and has zero anomalous dimension to all orders in perturbation theory. In particular it has
zero anomalous dimension at one loop, so the ground state of the spin chain has zero energy. The excited states
are obtained by flipping one or more spins. In some approximation the spectrum is generated by
a†n =
1√
L
LX
l=1
e
2piinl
L σ−l . (6)
The operator a†n creates a magnon with the mode number n and the momentum p = 2pin/L. If L is sufficiently
large, Fock states a†n1 . . . a
†
nM |0〉 (with M ≪ L) approximate the eigenstates of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian up
to computable 1/L corrections [27]. The multi-magnon states correspond to the BMN operators [4] and are dual
to string states in the pp-wave limit of the AdS5 × S5 geometry [36]. The anomalous dimensions of the BMN
operators (the energies of magnons),
γ =
λ
2L2
MX
k=1
n2k, (7)
match with the energies of the string oscillators [4]. The zero-momentum condition becomes the level matching
condition on the string side.
3
The situation changes when the number of magnons becomes macroscopically large:M ∼ L. Then the interaction
between magnons cannot be neglected any more and the Fock space generated by simple operators (6) is no longer
a good approximation for the spectrum. The remarkable property of the Heisenberg model, which stems from its
completely integrability, is that the exact spectrum is still a Fock space. The simple creation operators (6) get
dressed by interactions, but the exact spectrum-generating operators still obey relatively simple exchange relations
(the Yang-Baxter algebra) and the spectrum can be computed algebraically. The energy eigenstates as before are
parameterized by momenta of individual magnons, but now the momenta satisfy a set of algebraic equations
[14,15]: „
uj + i/2
uj − i/2
«L
=
Y
k 6=j
uj − uk + i
uj − uk − i . (8)
The Bethe roots uj , j = 1, . . . ,M are distinct complex numbers which parameterize the momenta of magnons:
eip =
u+ i/2
u− i/2 .
The momentum constraint takes the form Y
j
uj + i/2
uj − i/2 = 1, (9)
and the anomalous dimension is computed as
γ =
λ
8pi2
X
j
1
u2j + 1/4
. (10)
The simplest solution of the Bethe equations that satisfies the momentum constraint contains two roots, which
describes two magnons with opposite momenta:
u1 = −u2 = 1
2
cot
pin
L− 1 , n = 1, 2, . . . (11)
The anomalous dimension is
γ =
λ
pi2
sin2
pin
L− 1 . (12)
When L is large, u1,2 ≈ ±L/2pin and we get back to the BMN formula (7). The fact that Bethe roots scale as
ui ∼ L is true for all BMN-like states. The right hand side of Bethe equations can then be replaced by 1, or in
other words the interaction between magnons can be neglected. A little complication occurs when more than one
magnon occupies the same momentum state. Then the above argument does not apply since magnons cannot have
the same rapidities. As a result, the rapidities split in the complex plane and magnons with the same momentum
form a bound state. Because (u+ i/2)/(u− i/2) is no longer a pure phase, the left hand side of (8) turns to zero
or to infinity as L→∞. This should be compensated by a zero or a pole on the right hand side, which can only
happen if two or more rapidities are separated by ±i. The rapidities of magnons in the bound state thus form a
rigid array with two or more roots at uc.m.+ ir, where r are integers or half-integers. Such arrays are usually called
strings. The number of roots in a string can be arbitrary, even macroscopically large [37] (fig. 3). In the latter case
strings bend on the macroscopic scales and form some contours in the complex plane. The corresponding Bethe
states describe macroscopic spin waves and are dual to semiclassical strings in AdS5 × S5 [38,16].
Since Bethe roots scale linearly with L, it is natural to define xi = ui/L, which stays finite at L→∞. Taking
the logarithm of (8) and expanding in 1/L, we get
1
xj
+ 2pinj =
1
L
X
k 6=j
2
xj − xk , (13)
where the phases 2pinj parameterize the branches of the logarithm. The mode numbers nj are different for different
Bethe strings. The distance between the adjacent roots scales as xk−xk+1 ∼ 1/L, so the distribution of roots can
be characterized by a continuous density in the scaling limit:
ρ(x) =
1
L
X
j
δ(x− xj). (14)
The density is defined on a collection of contours C = C1 ∪ . . . ∪ CK in the complex plane and is normalized asZ
C
dxρ(x) =
M
L
, (15)
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Figure 3. Macroscopically large Bethe strings.
where M is the total number of magnons, or the number of W fields in the operator (2). Equivalently, the
distribution of Bethe roots can be characterized by the resolvent:
G(x) =
1
L
X
j
1
x− xj =
Z
C
dy
ρ(y)
x− y . (16)
The Taylor expansion of G(x) at zero generates local conserved charges of the Heisenberg model [39,18]. In
particular, the total momentum is −G(0). Translational invariance then requires
−G(0) =
Z
C
dx
ρ(x)
x
= 2pim. (17)
The next Taylor coefficient determines the anomalous dimension:
∆− L = λ
8pi2L
Z
C
dx
ρ(x)
x2
. (18)
The Bethe equations reduce to a singular integral equation for the density:
−
Z
C
dy ρ(y)
x− y =
1
x
+ 2pink, x ∈ Ck, (19)
which resembles the saddle-point equation for a distribution of eigenvalues of a random matrix [40]. Its general
solution is known and can be expressed in terms of the hyperelliptic integrals [21]. The associated Riemann surface
is obtained by gluing together two copies of the complex plane with cuts along the contours Ck.
The one- and two-cut solutions (rational and elliptic cases) were worked out in [16,17,21] and were compared to
the Frolov-Tseytlin string solutions [38]. 1/L corrections, that can be explicitly calculated in the simplest rational
case [23], on the string side correspond to quantum corrections on the world sheet [41]. The scaling dimensions of
operators were found to agree with the energies of the string states up to two loops. At three loops the agreement
breaks down for the BMN states [32] and for the macroscopic strings [19,22,42], but the two-loop agreement can
be established quite generally at the level of the effective actions [43] or the equations of motion [44]. Even the
higher charges of the integrable hierarchies, that do not have geometric interpretation in AdS/CFT, were found
to agree [39,45]. The classical solutions of the sigma-model can also be parameterized by an integral equation of
Bethe type. Such an equation was derived for strings on S3 × R1 [21], AdS3 × S1 [28] and S5 × R1 [29]. I will
discuss the first case.
3. Integrability in AdS
The R-charges of the operator tr (ZL−MWM + . . .), L and M , are dual to angular momenta of the string on
S5. The string in the middle of AdS5 has two non-zero angular momenta if it moves in S
3 ⊂ S5. The world sheet
5
is then parameterized by the global AdS time X0 and by four Cartesian coordinates Xi constrained by XiXi = 1.
A point on the three-sphere defines a group element of SU(2):
g =
0
@ X1 + iX2 X3 + iX4
−X3 + iX4 X1 − iX2
1
A ≡
0
@ Z1 Z2
−Z¯2 Z¯1
1
A ∈ SU(2), (20)
and the equations of motion of the string can be conveniently formulated in terms of the currents
ja = g
−1∂ag =
σA
2i
jAa . (21)
The relevant part of the string action takes the following form in the conformal gauge 4 :
Sσm = −
√
λ
4pi
Z 2pi
0
dσ
Z
dτ
»
1
2
Trj2a + (∂aX0)
2
–
. (22)
The equations of motion are
∂+∂−X0 = 0, (23)
∂+j− + ∂−j+ = 0, (24)
where ∂± = ∂τ ± ∂σ and j± = jτ ± jσ. The currents are flat as a consequence of their definition:
∂+j− − ∂−j+ + [j+, j−] = 0, (25)
The equations of motion should be supplemented by Virasoro constraints
1
2
tr j2± = −(∂±X0)2. (26)
Since (23) is trivially solved by
X0 = κτ,
we find:
1
2
tr j2± = −κ2. (27)
The global symmetry of the sigma-model (22) is SUL(2)×SUR(2)×R. The first two factors are associated with
the left and right group multiplications: g → hg and g → gh. The Noether currents of these symmetries are la
and ja, where ja is defined in (21) and
la = gjag
−1 = ∂ag g
−1 =
σA
2i
lAa . (28)
Therefore the Noether charges
QAL =
√
λ
4pi
Z 2pi
0
dσ lAτ , Q
A
R =
√
λ
4pi
Z 2pi
0
dσ jAτ (29)
generate the left and right group shifts. The dual R-charges in the SYM theory can be easily identified. The scalars
of the SYM and the Cartesian coordinates on the sphere transform in the same way under SO(6): Φi ∼ Xi. Since
Z = Φ1 + iΦ2 and W = Φ3 + iΦ4, these fields transform as Z1 and Z2 in (20). Thus (Z1, Z2) and (Z,W ) are
doublets of SUR(2), so that Z has Q
3
R = 1 and W and Q
3
R = −1. For the string dual of the operator (2) we thus
have
Q3R = L− 2M. (30)
Under the left shifts (Z1,−Z¯2) and (Z2,−Z¯1) transform as doublets. Therefore, (Z,−W¯ ) and (W,−Z¯) are doublets
of SUL(2) and both fields Z and W have Q
3
L = 1. Hence the left charge of the operator (2) is just the length of
the spin chain:
Q3L = L. (31)
The time translations X0 → X0 + t generate scale transformations on the boundary of AdS5, and the energy of
the string should be identified with the scaling dimension of the dual operator:
∆ =
√
λ
2pi
Z 2pi
0
dσ ∂τX0 =
√
λκ. (32)
4 The world-sheet metric is (+−).
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The equations of motion for the chiral field (24), (25) are completely integrable [46] and can be effectively
linearized with the help of the inverse scattering transformation [47]. The method is based on the zero-curvature
representation [48] introduced for the sigma-model in [49]. The rescaled currents [49]
J±(x) =
j±
1∓ x (33)
are flat for any value of x:
∂+J− − ∂−J+ + [J+, J−] = 0, (34)
as a consequence of the equations of motion. On the other hand, if (34) is satisfied for any x, then j± are solutions of
the equations of motion. The equations of motion (24) and (25) and the flatness condition (34) are thus completely
equivalent.
The monodromy of the flat connection (33) defines the quasi-momentum p(x):
Ω(x) = P exp
„
−
Z 2pi
0
dσ Jσ
«
= P exp
Z 2pi
0
dσ
1
2
„
j+
x− 1 +
j−
x+ 1
«
, (35)
tr Ω(x) = 2 cos p(x), (36)
where the integral is taken along a fixed-time section of the world-sheet. The quasi-momentum is a functional of
the world-sheet currents and potentially depends on time. The key point is that it becomes time-independent on-
shell. Indeed, the trace of the holonomy of a flat connection does not depend on the contour of integration. Shifting
the time slice along which the flat connection is integrated changes nothing and therefore the quasi-momentum
is conserved as soon as the equations of motion are satisfied. It can thus be regarded as a generating function for
an infinite set of integrals of motion.
The SUL,R(2) charges appear in the expansion of p(x) at zero and at infinity. At infinity: Jσ(x) = jτ/x+ . . ., so
tr Ω = 2 +
1
2x2
Z 2pi
0
dσ1dσ2 tr jτ (σ1)jτ (σ2) + . . . = 2− 4pi
2Q2R
λx2
+ . . . = 2− 4pi
2(L− 2M)2
λx2
+ . . . . (37)
Hence,
p(x) = −2pi(L− 2M)√
λ x
+ . . . (x→∞). (38)
Further terms in the expansion of the monodromy matrix Ω(x) generate Yangian charges, which potentially play
an important role in the AdS/CFT correspondence [11,50].
At x→ 0, ∂σ + Jσ(x) = ∂σ + jσ − xjτ + . . . = g−1(∂σ − xlτ + . . .)g, so
tr Ω = 2 +
x2
2
Z 2pi
0
dσ1dσ2 tr lτ (σ1)lτ (σ2) + . . . = 2− 4pi
2Q2L
λ
x2 + . . . = 2− 4pi
2L2
λ
x2 + . . . , (39)
which yields
p(x) = 2pim+
2piL√
λ
x+ . . . (x→ 0), (40)
where m is an arbitrary integer.
The local charges can be obtained by expanding the quasi-momentum in the Lorant series at x = ±1 for a
systematic recursive procedure exists [48]. A slightly different but equivalent definition of the quasi-momentum is
more appropriate for that purpose. Let us consider the auxiliary linear problem»
∂σ − 1
2
„
j+
x− 1 +
j−
x+ 1
«–
ψ = 0, (41)
where ψ(σ;x) is a two-component vector (j± are anti-Hermitian 2× 2 matrices). This equation can be regarded
as a spectral problem for a one-dimensional Dirac operator with a periodic potential, where x plays the role of
the spectral parameter. Two linearly independent solutions of this spectral problem can be chosen quasi-periodic:
ψ(σ + 2pi;x) = e±ip(x) ψ(σ;x). This is the standard definition of the quasi-momentum. It is easy to see that the
previous definition is equivalent to that. Indeed, ψ(σ+ 2pi;x) = Ω(x)ψ(σ;x) in any basis, even in which the wave
function is not quasi-periodic. Requirement of quasi-periodicity is equivalent to diagonalization of the monodromy
matrix whose eigenvalues are precisely e±ip(x).
When x is close to +1 or −1, the linear problem (41) can be solved in the WKB approximation, because it
takes the form
(i~∂σ + V )ψ = 0, (42)
7
where ~ ≡ 4(x± 1)→ 0 and
V = uAσA, uA = −jA∓ ± ~
8∓ ~ j
A
± . (43)
Plugging the WKB ansatz ψ = eiS/~ χ into (42), we find that
(V − ∂σS)χ = 0. (44)
Thus χ is an eigenvector of V with the eigenvalue ∂σS. Using the Virasoro constraints (26) we find that the two
eigenvalues of V are ±2κ+O(~). Choosing the upper sign we get S(σ) = κσ, ψ = e iκσ/2(x±1) and
ψ(σ + 2pi;x) = exp
„
ipiκ
x± 1
«
ψ(σ;x).
Therefore 5
p(x) = − piκ
x± 1 + . . . (x→ ∓1). (45)
Let me make a short digression on the higher orders of the WKB expansion. The first non-trivial charges arise
at O(~0) 6 and can be interpreted as the energy and momentum [54]. Those are not the standard Noether charges
one would get from the sigma-model action (22) and they generate the equations of motion (24), (25) only if the
Poisson structure is properly modified [54]. Since these facts may have important implications for quantization, I
will rederive them from the observation that the O(~0) correction to the quasi-momentum is the Berry’s phase.
The O(~) charges are explicitly calculated in [29] for a more general case of the SO(6) sigma-model.
The monodromy matrix, defined as
T (σ;x) = P exp
Z σ
0
dσ˜
1
2
„
j+
x− 1 +
j−
x+ 1
«
, (46)
is a solution of (41) with the initial condition T (0;x) = 1. This object is a generalization of (35): Ω(x) = T (2pi;x).
In the semiclassical approximation,
T (σ) =
X
n
exp
„
i
~
Z σ
0
dσ˜ µn(σ˜)
«
χn(σ)χ
†
n(0), (47)
where χn(σ) and µn(σ) are the normalized eigenvectors and eigenvalues of V (σ):
V χn = µnχn,
which depend on σ as a parameter. The representation (47) follows from (44) and is accurate up to O(~) corrections.
Though matrix elements of V are periodic functions of σ, the eigenvectors of V are only quasi-periodic. It is
well known that the transport of an eigenvector χn around a closed contour in the parameter space generates a
geometric Berry’s phase [55]:
χn(σ + 2pi) = e
iγn χn(σ), (48)
which cannot be written as a local functional of the matrix elements of V (σ). The best one can do is analytically
continue V (σ) into the interior of the unit disc whose boundary is the circle parameterized by σ. Then [55]
γn = 2Im
Z 2pi
0
dσ
Z 1
0
dξ
X
m6=n
〈n| ∂V
∂ξ
|m〉 〈m| ∂V
∂σ
|n〉
(µn − µm)2 , (49)
where ξ is the radial variable. The phase mod 2pi does not depend on how V is continued into the interior of the
disc as long as the continuation is analytic.
Because V is traceless, its two eigenvalues are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign: µ1 = −µ2 ≡ µ. The
same is true for the Berry’s phases: γ1 = −γ2 ≡ γ. From (36), (47) and (48) we find that
p(x) = − 1
4(x± 1)
Z 2pi
0
dσ µ(σ;x)− γ(x) +O (x± 1) . (50)
5 The local analysis determines p(x) only up to a sign. Fixing this sign ambiguity singles out a particular class of solutions. Some
solutions (pulsating strings [51,52,24,18]) which are not consistent with the particular choice of signs in (45) are discussed in sec. 5.3
of [21].
6 This is a special property of the SU(2) sector. In the full AdS5 × S
5 sigma-model, even the zeroth charge (O(1/~) term in the
quasi-momentum) is non-trivial [53].
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There are two sources of O(1) terms in the quasimomentum: the Berry’s phase and the subleading term in the
expansion of the eigenvalue µ = u ≡
√
uAuA:
µ = 2κ∓ ~
16κ
jA+j
A
− +O(~
2). (51)
The Berry’s phase can be calculated from (49):
γ =
1
2
Z 2pi
0
dσ
Z 1
0
dξ εABC
uA
u3
∂uB
∂ξ
∂uC
∂σ
= − 1
16κ3
Z 2pi
0
dσ
Z 1
0
dξ εABCjA∓
∂jB∓
∂ξ
∂jC∓
∂σ
+O(~) (52)
This gives two conserved charges:
P± =
Z 2pi
0
dσ
„
1
4κ2
Z 1
0
dξ εABCjA±
∂jB±
∂ξ
∂jC±
∂σ
± 1
4
jA+j
A
−
«
. (53)
Their linear combinations can be interpreted as the energy and momentum [54] 7 :
H =
Z 2pi
0
dσ
»
1
4κ2
Z 1
0
dξ εABC
„
jA+
∂jB+
∂ξ
∂jC+
∂σ
− jA− ∂j
B
−
∂ξ
∂jC−
∂σ
«
+
1
2
jA+j
A
−
–
, (54)
P =
1
4κ2
Z 2pi
0
dσ
Z 1
0
dξ εABC
„
jA+
∂jB+
∂ξ
∂jC+
∂σ
+ jA−
∂jB−
∂ξ
∂jC−
∂σ
«
. (55)
These are not the standard momentum and energy of the sigma-model (22). The latter are trivial as long as the
Virasoro constraints are imposed. P generates translations and H generates the equations of motion (24), (25), if
the Poisson brackets of the currents are defined to be
{jA±(σ), jB± (σ′)} = εABCδ(σ − σ′)jC± (σ), {jA+(σ), jB− (σ′)} = 0. (56)
One would get different Poisson brackets, which contain δ′(σ−σ′), from the action (22). It was argued in [54] that
the non-standard Poisson structure (56) is more consistent with integrability than the standard Poisson structure
and is better suited for quantization when the constraints (26) are imposed.
Let us now return to the linear problem (41). Its spectrum has a band structure, but since the Dirac operator in
(41) does not possess any particular Hermiticity properties, the allowed bands do not lie on the real axis. Instead,
they form symmetric contours in the complex plane. The quasi-momentum is real: trΩ ∈ R and | trΩ| < 2 on
the allowed zones. Forbidden zones can be defined as contours on which the quasi-momentum is pure imaginary:
tr Ω ∈ R, | tr Ω| > 2. At zone boundaries tr Ω = 2 and the monodromy matrix Ω degenerates into a Jordan cell.
The two quasi-periodic solutions of the Dirac equation, let us denote them ψ±(σ;x), become degenerate there.
Encircling a zone boundary in the complex plane of x interchanges the two solutions, so zone boundaries are
branch points of ψ±(x). By cutting two copies of the complex plane along the forbidden zones and gluing them
together we get a Riemann surface on which ψ± are globally defined as two branches of a single meromorphic
function. The same is true for the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix e±ip(x). The trace of the monodromy
matrix trΩ(x) has an essential singularity at x = ±1, where the Dirac operator has a pole, but otherwise tr Ω(x)
is a holomorphic function of x. The branch points arise when we solve eip+e−ip = trΩ for eip precisely at the
zone boundaries where trΩ = 2.
A particular branch of the quasi-momentum p(x) is an analytic function of x on the complex plane with cuts
and has single poles at x = ±1. Subtracting the poles we get a function
G(x) = p(x) +
piκ
x− 1 +
piκ
x+ 1
, (57)
which has only branch cut singularities and therefore is completely determined by its discontinuities: G(x+ i0)−
G(x− i0) ≡ 2ipiρ(x). It is straightforward to prove that G(x) admits the dispersion representation
G(x) =
Z
C
dy
ρ(y)
x− y . (58)
As a consequence of the spectral representation (58), the density ρ(x) satisfies an integral equation which
reflects the unimodularity of the monodromy matrix. To derive this equation, let us consider the behavior of the
quasi-momentum near a forbidden zone where the quasi-momentum experiences a jump. The two branches of the
7 The local charges are given in [54] in the local form which is not manifestly SU(2) invariant. That representation is completely
equivalent to (53) [48].
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double-valued analytic function eip(x±i0) are the two eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix Ω(x) and thus satisfy
eip(x+i0) eip(x−i0) = 1, or
p(x+ i0) + p(x− i0) = 2pink, x ∈ Ck, (59)
on all of the forbidden zones. Taking into account (57) and (58), we get
2−
Z
dy
ρ(y)
x− y =
2piκ
x− 1 +
2piκ
x+ 1
+ 2pink, x ∈ Ck. (60)
The density also satisfies several normalization conditions which follow from (38), (40) and (45):
Z
dx ρ(x) =
2pi√
λ
(∆ + 2M − L), (61)
Z
dx
ρ(x)
x
= 2pim, (62)
Z
dx
ρ(x)
x2
=
2pi√
λ
(∆− L). (63)
The equations (60)–(63) are very similar to the classical Bethe equations for the spin chain. The change of
variables x→ 4piLx/√λ explicitly relates the two sets of equations:
2−
Z
dy
ρ(y)
x− y =
x
x2 − λ
16pi2L2
∆
L
+ 2pink, x ∈ Ck, (64)
Z
dx ρ(x) =
M
L
+
∆− L
2L
, (65)
Z
dx
ρ(x)
x
= 2pim, (66)
∆− L= λ
8pi2L
Z
dx
ρ(x)
x2
. (67)
The one-loop classical Bethe ansatz (19), (15), (17) and (18) is recovered in the limit λ/L2 → 0.
4. Discussion
The main result of the long derivation in sec. 3 is an integral equation that parameterizes classical solutions of
the sigma-model [21]:
2−
Z
dy
ρ(y)
x− y =
x
x2 − λ
16pi2L2
∆
L
+ 2pink. (68)
This equation reduces at λ/L2 → 0 to the classical Bethe equation for the spin chain:
2−
Z
dy
ρ(y)
x− y =
1
x
+ 2pink. (69)
That equation in turn is an approximation to the exact quantum Bethe equations„
uj + i/2
uj − i/2
«L
=
Y
k 6=j
uj − uk + i
uj − uk − i . (70)
In view of the analogy between (68) and (69), it is natural to ask if (68) is a scaling limit of some discrete
Bethe equations which describe the full quantum spectrum of the AdS string. Potentially useful analogy in this
respect is the SU(2) chiral field (sigma-model on S3) which classically is a subsector of the full AdS5 × S5
sigma-model. The quantum chiral field can be fermionized and solved by Bethe ansatz [56]. Perhaps the sigma-
model in AdS5× S5 can also be fermi/bosonized and solved by similar techniques. Another possibility is that the
semiclassical approximation and symmetries uniquely fix quantum Bethe equations. This does not look completely
inconceivable, since for many integrable systems understanding the semiclassical limit is sufficient for quantization.
The quantum string Bethe ansatz should constitute a set of algebraic equations for momenta of elementary
excitations on the world-sheet and should reduce to (68) in the semiclassical limit. A particular discretization of
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(68) was proposed in [31] and passed a number of highly non-trivial checks. The equations of [31] are still valid
only at strong coupling, but they do have a spin-chain interpretation [57]. This may suggest a way to compare
the string Bethe ansatz with the Bethe ansatz for perturbative SYM theory.
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